05
DAYS

RICH RUN TO TOP
EVEREST AND SAFARI

Background of Major Places to be Visited
Everest Region: The Everest Region is the
world’s most preferred trekking and climbing
destination. The prime attraction of this region
is Mt. Everest (8,848m), the highest mountain
in the world. In addition, the area is widely
popular because of the friendly Sherpa
people, colourful festivals, ancient Buddhist
monasteries and unique flora and fauna. In
this region is also found Sagarmatha National
Park, established to protect the endangered
species such as the elusive snow leopard and
Himalayan black bear, plus species such as
the Impeyan pheasant, Himalayan musk deer,
Himalayan thar and others. The story of the
Yeti, a creature similar to Big Foot in North
America, originates from this area and remains
a mystery today
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Hotel Everest View and Surrounding Mountains
Hotel Everest View is situated at an elevation of
3,880 metres and is the highest luxury hotel in
the world. With space for helicopters to land,
this is the perfect place for those who do not
have time to trek into the Himalayas but who
want to witness the mountains close up. From
the hotel balcony view Mt. Everest (8.848m),
the world’ highest mountain, plus the following
impressive peaks: Mt. Lhotse (8,516m), the
fourth highest mountain in the world; Mt.
Nuptse (7,855m); Amadublam (6,812m),
one of the most beautiful mountains in the
world; Thamserku (6,608m); Kusum Khangru
(6,367m); Kangtenga (6,809m); Lobuche
Peak (6,119m), and various other mountains.
Similarly, it also serves wonderful views of the
Sherpa villages of Portse, Pangboche. and
Tengboche.

Chitwan National Park: Chitwan National Park is the best preserved conservation area in Asia
and the most visited national park in Nepal. Established in 1973, and placed on UNESCO’s World
Heritage Site in 1984, the park covers an area of 932km2. Although situated in the lowland Terai
area of Nepal, the park includes hilly areas of the Silwalik Range. The park is bounded by the
Rapti and Narayani rivers, with an altitude from 110 to 850 meters. The park is the home to the
endangered one-horned rhinoceros, and the Royal Bengal tiger. Other animals found in the park
are rhesus monkey, leopard, sloth bear, wild boar, grey langur monkey, wild dog, small wild cats,
marsh crocodile, and four species of deer, among others. Similarly, it is home to 450 species of
birds. A birdwatchers paradise! The Park offers activities such as elephant safaris, jeep safaris,
canoeing and safaris on foot. While nothing can beat the feeling of being part of the jungle that
you get on foot, a jeep safari will get you deeper into the jungle with more possibility of viewing
rare animals and birds.
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Rara Lake: Rara Lake is the largest lake (5.1km long and 2.7km wide) in Nepal. Sometimes
referred to as Mahendra Taal, it is located in Mugu District in the western part of the country, and
sits at an altitude of 2,990m. Although a potentially very popular tourist destination, it does not
have good road access or tourist accommodation. This of course, makes it it more tranquil, in
harmony with the surrounding nature. In fact, it sits within Rara National Park. Surrounding the
lake are mainly pine forests, home to 214 species of birds, and migratory birds. The animals who
live around the lake include the Himalayan black bear, musk deer, red panda, and jackal.

ITINERARY OUTLINE
Day 01: Departure From Home Country
We can arrange for your international flights, if
necessary. Please ask us.

Day 02: Arrive At Kathmandu (1,300M)
& Transfer To Hotel
On arrival at Kathmandu Tribhuvan
International Airport, you will be greeted by our
staff, who will escort you to the Hyatt Regency
Hotel, where our office staff will give you a
brief orientation about the programmes in
Nepal and the do’s and don’ts of the areas you
will visit. They will also review any additional
information that you might require while in
Nepal. In the evening our staff will guide you
to visit Boudhanath Stupa, 10 minutes walking
distance from the hotel. After returning to the
hotel, enjoy the spa and a delicious dinner.
Overnight: Hotel Hyatt Regency Hotel
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Day 03: Kathmandu – Hotel Everest
View (3,880M) & Chitwan (150M)
Wake up 5am, in time for a cup of tea or coffee
in the hotel. At 6am depart for the airport by
private vehicle and board the latest model
private helicopter (Airbus B3E). From here
you will fly to the Everest Region, which takes
approximately 30 minutes. The helicopter
will land at Lukla (2,840m) to refuel. After
about a 15 minutes stop, the chopper will
fly to Tengboche Monastery (3,860m), one
of the most sacred places for Buddhists in
Nepal. By now it is approximately 8am and the
snow-capped mountains are shining against
the clear blue sky. Our representative will be
waiting for you with hot Sherpa tea (salted
butter tea mixed with barley flour). There is
an opportunity to hand-over prayer flags to
the monks, should you wish. We now board
the helicopter for a short flight over Mt.
Everest and the Hinku Valley, landing at Hotel
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Everest View (3,880m). Here you can enjoy
a champagne breakfast while gazing at the
extraordinary scenery. After an hour it is time
to board the helicopter again.
At 10:00 am you will fly from Hotel Everest View
to Chitwan National Park (150m), the lowest
altitude tourist hub in Nepal. Check-in to the
Taj Safari Resort and enjoy lunch followed
by a jeep safari into the national park. In the
evening you will be entertained by a Tharu
Cultural Dance performance. Evening dinner
will be served near the elephant stables so you
can view the elephants eating their dinner as
you eat yours!
Overnight stay: Taj Safari Resort (Meghauli
Serai Resort)

Day 04: Fly To Rara Lake (2,990M)
Return Kathmandu Via Shey Phoksundo
Lake (3.612M)
After breakfast board a B3E helicopter and fly
to Rara Lake (2,990m) in west Nepal. Note:
the helicopter will stop at Nepalgunj to refuel

for about 15 minutes before landing at Rara
Lake. This is the largest lake in Nepal, and
offers wonderful views of the surrounding
green forests and snow-capped mountains.
Since there are not any good restaurant in the
area, we take a packed lunch from Chitwan.
After lunch we return to Kathmandu by flying
over Shey Phoksundo Lake (the deepest lake in
Nepal). Again, on-route we may stop to refuel
in Pokhara. In the evening, enjoy an authentic
farewell dinner.
Overnight stay: Hyatt Regency Hotel

Day 05: Departure
Our staff will take you to the airport in time for
your departure. Please ensure your flight has
been reconfirmed. We can do this for you.
We wish you bon voyage and hope to see you
again!
Note: If you have more time you can join
one of our luxury tours:
09 day luxury tour to India
07 day luxury tour to Bhutan
06 day luxury tour to Tibet (Lhasa).
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Our Services HIghlights
Our programmes have extra special services that make us different from other tour
agencies:
l

We use latest model B3E helicopter throughout your tour in Nepal.

l

We provide luxury suites in the Hyatt Regency Hotel in Kathmandu.

l

We provide luxury accommodation in the Taj Safari Resort in Chitwan.

l

We provide a champagne breakfast at Hotel Everest View, while gazing at Mount
Everest.

l

Our guides are highly experienced, educated, dedicated and able to take decisions
in any unforseen difficult situation.

Services Include
l

2 nights luxury suite accommodation in the Hyatt Regency Hotel in Kathmandu with
AP meal plan (3 meals a day).

l

1 nights Rapti Villa (Presidential Suite) accommodation in Meghauli Serai (Taj Safaris
Resort) in Chitwan with AP meal plan.

l

Latest model B3E helicopter for Kathmandu – Hotel Everest View – Chitwan – Rara
Lake – Phoksundo Lake – Kathmandu flight.

l

Champagne with breakfast at Hotel Everest View.

l

Packed lunch for at Rara Lake.

l

License holder, experienced, English speaking guide (we also have other language
speaking guides, please ask us) for the entire tour.

l

Ground transportation in Kathmandu including airport pick up and drop by air
conditioned luxury Land Cruiser and/or Land Rover.

l

We provide unlimited tea/ coffee in the trek.

l

License holder, experienced, English speaking guide (we also have other language
speaking guides, please ask us) for the city sightseeing on day 02.

l

Ground transportation in Kathmandu including airport pick up and drop by air
conditioned luxury Land Cruiser and/or Land Rover.

l

Entry Fees and National Park Permit fees.
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Services Exclude
l

Emergency rescue evacuation charges.

l

Medical charges.

l

Extra beverage and bar bill during the trek.

l

Personal travel insurance fees.

l

Extra charges borne by any natural calamities or political strikes.

l

Tips for the guides, porters and drivers.

Complimentary Services
The following services are provided complimentary to our clients:
l

Complimentary tourist registration in the respective consulate office or embassy.

l

Complimentary international flight ticket re-confirmation.

l

Complimentary Gurkha Encounters T-Shirt (subject to availability).

l

Complimentary welcome dinner in one of the finest Nepali restaurants in
Kathmandu, including a culture show presented by different ethnic groups.

l

Complimentary use of freshly laundered sleeping bags and down jackets.

Mode of Payment
To confirm your trip we request an advance payment 40% of the quoted amount. This
can be done by credit card when filling up our GE Booking Form.
If you pay by cheque/ bank draft please make it payable to:
Gurkha Encounters Pvt. Ltd.
GPO Box: 20195, Third Floor, Bhattachan Complex,
Baluwatar, Kathmandu 44600, Nepal | Phone: +977 1 4417959
info@gurkhaencounters.com | www.gurkhaencounters.com

Note: Payment through Master/Visa card has an additional bank service charge of 4%. 		
Payment through American Express has an additional bank service charge of 5.5%.
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Terms & Conditions
l

The Company is not liable for any refunds after the departure date of the scheduled
itinerary.

l

Cancellation should be made not less than 48 hours before departure. There is a
minimum 40% cancellation charge PLUS any tax, transportation and permit fees. See
specific information below.

l

No refund will be given if the programme ends before the stated itinerary date.

l

The Company is not to be held responsible for the early termination of a trek should our
experienced leader feel it is unsafe for you to continue due to fitness and/or health issues.

l

The Company is not liable for cancellation or rescheduling due to natural, political or
bureaucratic circumstances.

l

The Company is not responsible for delays caused by local weather conditions resulting in
local or international flights being missed. We suggest you leave adequate time between
the end of your trek and your international flight.

l

The Company is not responsible for the financial implications of rescue, should it
be necessary. Please ensure you have the appropriate insurance to cover these
situations before you arrive in Nepal.

l

Our staff are very experienced in leading treks at all altitudes. It is their
responsibility to ensure your safety. Therefore, their decision regarding safety is
final. The Company is not responsible in any way, for any outcome, should you
refuse to follow their advice.

Cancellation Charge Incurred
If you cancel your trip for any reason the following scale of cancellation fees will apply:
60 days before departure 			

Loss of deposit - 40% of total trip cost

29 days to 59 days before departure 		

Loss of deposit -50% of total trip cost

10 to 28 days before departure 		

Loss of deposit -70% of total trip cost

Less than 10 days before departure 		

Loss of deposit -100% of total trip cost
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General Information
Equipment List (general, recommended items, may vary depending on your trek)
A pair of light hiking boots (please wear them before arrival to ensure comfort)
A pair of sandals
2 pairs of woolen socks and 2 pair of hiking socks
1 medium poly pro shirt
1 pile jacket
1 down jacket
1 woolen hat
2 T-shirts
1 long sleeve tshirt or shirt
Two pairs of loose trekking pants
A pair of sunglasses
A pair of glove shells with liner or ski gloves (optional)
A pair of woolen gloves
One trekking back pack of 7 or 8 litre capacity
A pair of trekking poles
1 four seasons sleeping bag (we also provide a four season sleeping bag for your
convenience)
Sunscreen lotion with a high SPF
Sunscreen stick with a high SPF
Two books for reading (optional)
ipod or similar, camera and necessary chargers (optional)
A one litre water bottle
One flash light with 4 sets of batteries
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Things to Bring
Toiletry Items
Please bring with you a towel, pre-moistened novelettes, wash cloth, lip balm, and any
additional personal items. Please ensure you bring enough personal medicines and
extras in case of flight delays.

Miscellaneous Items
Photo equipment with plenty of films and spare batteries
Reading/writing materials
Safety pins, sewing kits, zip lock bags for small items
You may wish to bring postcards of your hometown and/or photos of home and family
to share with locals you meet along the route. Please do not give money or sweets to
children on the trails.

Welcome to the Himalaya
Namaste! Welcome to the Himalayan country of Nepal!
We are proud and excited to show you our home. Nepal is also home to many of the
highest mountains in the world, including the highest itself, Mount Everest. By contrast
we also have some of the deepest gorges, lush valleys, great rivers, colourful peoples,
ancient monuments and a long interesting history. Our scenery is stunning, our culture
is both serene and spiritual, and vibrant and alive. Visitors can trek the hills, climb the
snow-capped mountains, raft our whitewater rivers, take animal safaris in the lush jungles
of the lowlands, discover exotic nooks and crannies in our ancient towns, discover both
Hinduism and Buddhism through colourful living festivals or ancient World Heritage sites,
witness prayer flags fluttering against blue skies, and overall enjoy the warmth of the
Nepali peoples.

Gurkha Encounters is a leading trekking, adventure and eco travel company, established
in 1998 and based in Kathmandu. We specialize in the Himalayan regions of Nepal, Tibet,
Bhutan and India, including Sikkim. Our services include advice, planning and organisation
of a wide range of adventure and trekking travel options and related services. We
can help you plan your trek or climbing expeditions; jungle safari; whitewater rafting;
mountain biking tours; sightseeing; special interest holiday or a romantic break. We
specialize in tours tailored for the individual, small groups or families, and in educational
expeditions for schools and youth groups, and corporate services.
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Our office staff, guides and support staff are all local to the towns and villages we pass
through on our tours. All are experienced, registered, and qualified. Our extensive local
knowledge as well as our experience and local contacts mean that we are able to provide
the best service to our clients. We are proud of our reputation for quality, innovation and
overall customer service with a focus on cultural and environmentally responsible travel.
We aim to provide you with a friendly and personal service to a very high standard, at
competitive and fair prices. We ensure you a truly memorable adventure!

Small Group Travel
Most of our trips, treks and tours are organised on a small group basis, usually with
a maximum of 16 persons. On family holidays the maximum number is 20 to allow a
number of families to join. By keeping numbers small we are able to offer a friendly,
personal and high quality service. Should you wish to travel only with your friends or
family, please ask us and we can tailor a trip to suit your needs.

Tailor Made Private Charter Adventures
We offer a very competitive complete tailor made service and are happy to design private
charter programmes for individuals and groups as well as to tailor any of our packages
to more closely meet your requirements. We have a wealth of experience in helping
our past clients in designing and planning individual adventures, ranging from romantic
breaks to personal challenges, fundraising programmes, and student programmes, to
extreme adventure expeditions. We can provide trips for low budgets to ‘no expense
spared’ budgets. We’ll work closely with you to design your adventure. Our advertised
brochure prices will give you an idea of what you can expect to pay but we’ll provide
individual quotes based upon your itinerary, requirements, budget and number of people
traveling. Naturally we will take care of the research and arrangements for your flights,
accommodation, guides, transport, permits, peak fees, equipment requirements, food
and ground handling service for your trek or tour. In short, we will do the work while you
enjoy yourself, stress free.

Group and Club Organisers
If you are organising a trip for a group or a club we will offer one free* additional place
for every 10 bookings made. You can use this for your own travel, use it to reduce the
overall cost of the trip for everyone, or perhaps offer it as a fantastic prize for your group
members or for a charity. Contact us for more details and for conditions (* permit fees,
national park entry fees, airfares and departure taxes not included).
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Contact Us
We are always happy to provide more information and suggestions.
If you are in Kathmandu, please visit our office:
Gurkha Encounters Pvt. Ltd.
GPO Box: 20195, Third Floor, Bhattachan Complex
Baluwatar, Kathmandu 44600, Nepal
Phone: +977 1 4417959 | info@gurkhaencounters.com

For general information please visit our website:

www.gurkhaencounters.com

Trekking in the Himalaya – Basic Information
The Himalaya mountain region provide some of the finest trekking routes available.
And within the Himalaya, Nepal’s mountainous, hilly and lowland Terai regions offer
some of the most spectacular trekking in the world. Varying from high altitude routes,
some of which visit base camps used by mountaineering expeditions, to easy short
treks within the Kathmandu Valley and lower hill country, Nepal has the best. Travel
through picturesque villages, subtropical lowlands, vast meadows and forests, cross
fast flowing rivers, deep canyons and vist the cold and barren regions at the foot of the
great mountain peaks. The views change with the seasons, with the different planting
and harvesting cycles, and with the brilliant display of wild flowers in spring and autumn.
But whichever season you come, you can be assured of stunning scenery and a trip to
remember.
Trekking with us means an adventure walking holiday, with a small group of other
trekkers, led by an experienced and professional English speaking local guide. We use
professionally trained and experienced local Sherpa guides or Sirdars on our treks, tours
and expeditions, and are totally confident in their ability and experience. Local guides are
integral to providing you with the best travel experience. Not only can they share local
knowledge and insights, but as you travel you are contributing to the local economy
and supporting local communities. Whatever route you choose, you’ll be sure to meet
local people and enjoy stunning landscapes as you walk, at your own pace, through well
established village trails. Whilst some of the popular trekking trails are used by climbing
expeditions on their approach marches, most have been used for hundreds of years by
local communities for everyday travel and trade. Thus, the paths in Nepal are still working
and living trails, not man-made only for tourists. Experience the original!
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Teahouse Trekking
On the more popular treks in Nepal, particularly in the Everest, Langtang and Annapurna
Regions, enterprising villagers have built teahouse lodges, similar to European style alpine
lodges, offering simple but comfortable accommodation and food. We have researched
and offer a selection of single/twin sharing rooms in the best available lodges run to a
high level of service. We also supply a four season sleeping bag and cotton liner free of
charge on our teahouse treks. Hire of other items can be arranged in advance, if needed.
During the trek you’ll have three meals a day; a mixture of European and Asian style
dishes of large portions. Soft drinks, sweets, mineral water and alcohol are not included
in the price of our teahouse treks. Note: a few of our teahouse treks involve crossing high
passes and necessitate camping for a couple of nights. We provide full camping services
for these nights including four season sleeping bags.

Fully Provisioned Camping Style Trekking
This type of trek is staffed by a full Sherpa crew including a Sirdar (head man), cook and
assistants. Porters, yaks, horses or mules will carry your main baggage. It is the Sherpa
crew’s job to perform all the camp work, from setting up to providing freshly made meals,
to leaving the site clean on departure. We provide twin share dome or frame sleeping
tents, a kitchen tent, mess tent and toilet tent. We also provide tables, chairs or stools,
lanterns/candles, thin sleeping mattresses, and all the crockery and cutlery required, as
well as a fully equipped kitchen set up. The Sherpa crew will cook, wash up, and provide
you with tea and coffee at night and for your wake up call in the morning. They will also
provide you with hot water for washing. Food is a freshly prepared mix of Asian and
Western dishes, with lots of choice. Three meals a day are provided. Soft drinks, sweets,
mineral water and alcohol are not included.

Our Grading System
In Nepal, the trails often zigzag with plenty of ascents and descents and it is better to
think in terms of hours spent walking rather than miles covered. A typical day’s walking is
from five to seven hours. This includes a one hour lunch stop, and a comfortable pace of
walking with time to enjoy your surroundings and take photographs.
We grade our treks using five grades which will help you get a general sense of what to
expect and help you chose which is right for you. Factors such as weather conditions,
altitude, fitness level, experience, interest, and how you feel on a particular day, all
contribute to how easy or strenuous you will find a trip. If you’re unsure of whether a trek
is suitable for you, just contact us before making your booking.
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